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Ink-redible...

Given that it was Martin
Luther King Day in the USA
recently and with the launch
of the movie SELMA, social
media has been awash with
King’s inspirational words.
But what seems to have been
forgotten amidst the poetry and
platitudes is the fact that Martin
Luther King didn’t just have a
dream. He also had a plan.
Research by Professor Sonja
Lyubomirsky at UCLA shows that
most unsuccessful people actually
know what it takes to be happy
and successful. It’s not that they
don’t have the knowledge, it’s that
they don’t plan for success and do
what they know.
When it comes to self-help, the
problem is that there’s plenty of
help but not enough self.
There’s a $20billion industry
telling us how to be more
successful, so we should be
tripping over successful people,
but that’s clearly not the case.
The reason is that most people
are practising shelf development
rather than self-development.
Typically, they read a book or
watch a video which inspires
them, put it back on the shelf, and
then do nothing different because
they’re afraid of failing.
Robin Sharma taught me an
invaluable lesson to overcome
fear: have quarterly goals, a
weekly plan and daily schedule
before you start each day.

When it comes to delivering your
vision, the process of:
 think it
 ink it
 do it
 review it works
When inspiration has dried up and
you’re going through hell, your
schedule will give you the focus to
keep going.
Even with a schedule, fear will be
a persistent visitor that knocks on
your escape hatch telling you to
check your e-mail or do what can
wait.
Don’t listen. Keep surprising us,
keep delighting us and keep
showing up ….. every day.
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